
Due to the uncertainty as to the AP Exam date, it is desirable that students continue learning the 
required  topics during this break from school. Please follow the outline below in order to cover the 
material.

Unit 6 – SHM, Waves and Sound

We had almost completed this unit. Some classes will need to finish by looking at the PowerPoints on 
Interference of Sound and Doppler Effect.

Assessments:

Test 6A – This is the class test for the unit. When we return you will be given this test with the exact 
same questions but with the numbers varied.

Skill Set 6 -  The skill set will be due after we return but continue working on it.

Comprehension Questions 6 – Same as the skill set.

Unit Problem 6 – This will also be due after we return.

Unit 7 – Electrostatics and DC Circuits

The PowerPoints are available through the Moodle. Use them as a starting point for covering the topics.
I will be trying to update them to make them more friendly to independent learners.

Links to videos that cover the topics are posted in the Moodle. I will be adding more links to this 
section.

This unit is covered in Chapters 18, 20, and 21 in the Openstax textbook. Consult the syllabus (link at 
the top of the Moodle) for sections covered in each chapter and suggested problems.

Assessments:

Test 7A – This is the class test for the unit. When we return you will be given this test with the exact 
same questions but with the numbers varied.

Skill Set 7 -  The skill set for this unit is open. It will be due after we return but start working on it now.

Comprehension Questions 7 – Same as the skill set.

Unit Problem 7 – Do your best to start working through this unit problem. It is one of the longer ones 
and will require you to teach yourself the material needed to complete it. This will also be due after we 
return.













AP Physics 1 Unit Problem #6 Name ________________________

Period _______________________

SEP2. Developing and using models

SEP7. Engaging in argument from evidence

A mass and spring system is attached to a string as shown above. The mass is 1.0 kg and the 
spring constant is 50.0 N/m. Ignore the effects of gravity on the energy of the mass and spring system 
for the following problems.

1. What is the period of the simple harmonic motion for the mass and spring?

2. If the mass is displaced 2.5 cm from its equilibrium position what is the energy stored in the 
spring? Use the equilibrium position as your reference for the elastic potential energy.



3. The mass and spring system is undergoing simple harmonic motion with an amplitude of        
3.0 cm. What is the maximum speed of the mass during this motion?

4. The string attached to the mass is 2.0 m long and the wave speed in the string is 4.5 m/s. 
Treating the end attached to the mass as an antinode and the end attached to the ring stand as a 
node, what is the fundamental frequency of the string?

5. Is it possible to use the simple harmonic motion of the given mass and spring to set up a 
standing wave in the string? Give a paragraph length response using proper physics principles 
that explains your reasoning.



AP Physics 1 Unit Problem #7 Name ________________________

Period _______________________

SEP4. Analyzing and interpreting data

SEP7. Engaging in argument from evidence

You have been hired as a consultant for a company that produces strings of small lights to be 
used as accent lighting in houses. The company is interested in maximizing their profit by reducing the 
cost of the lights and has come up with two designs that you are to analyze. The first design involves 
connecting the lights in series and the second involves connecting the lights in parallel. You begin by 
testing an individual light and find that it draws 150.0 mA of current when connected to a 12.0 V power
supply. Assume the lights obey Ohm's Law for the rest of this problem.

1. What is the resistance of one bulb?

2. What will be the resistance of ten bulbs connected in series?

3. The company wishes for the bulbs to each have 1.8 W of power and 12.0 V of potential. What 
would be the total voltage required for a string of ten bulbs connected in series? Ignore any 
effects of the wiring in this calculation.

4. What would be the current required for the string of ten bulbs connected in series? Ignore any 
effects of the wiring in this calculation.



5. What will be the resistance of ten bulbs connected in parallel?

6. The company wishes for the bulbs to each have 1.8 W of power and 12.0 V of potential. What 
would be the total voltage required for a string of ten bulbs connected in parallel? Ignore any 
effects of the wiring in this calculation.

7. What would be the current required for the string of ten bulbs connected in parallel? Ignore any 
effects of the wiring in this calculation.

8. The size of a wire is often measured using American Wire Gauge (AWG). The gauge of the 
wire is used by engineers to determine the maximum current that a wire can safely transmit. 
Use the table below to identify the gauge of the wire that is needed to carry the current for the 
string of series lights and the string of parallel lights.

AWG Max Current (A) Diameter (mm) Cost per meter

24 3.500 0.511 $0.667

28 1.400 0.320 $0.616

32 0.530 0.203 $0.227

36 0.210 0.127 $0.092

40 0.090 0.0787 $0.033

AWG for series bulbs: __________ AWG for parallel bulbs; __________



9. The resistivity of the copper used in the wiring is 1.7x10-8 Ωm. The desired length of the string 
of lights is 2.5 m which will require a total of 5.0 m of wire. Calculate the resistance of the wire 
used to connect the string of series bulbs.

10. The resistivity of the copper used in the wiring is 1.7x10-8 Ωm. The desired length of the string 
of lights is 2.5 m which will require a total of 5.0 m of wire. Calculate the resistance of the wire 
used to connect the string of parallel bulbs. 

11. Write a paragraph length response about the recommendation would you make to the company 
in terms of the cost of wiring the lights in series versus parallel.


